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VELCRO, designed to fi t around and under rolled bed sides
  Back Velcro bed cover ........................ack Velcro bed cover 0146-(year) .........  $175.00 ea 
  Color Velcro bed cover .......................  Color Velcro bed cover 0146-(color) ........  $195.00 ea 
   Black, charcoal, navy, sand or white
  Replacement high temp Velcro........... 0153  .....................  $36.50 set 
  
50’S STYLE SNAP ON BED COVER, complete with anti-sail front rail
  Black ...................................................0145-(year) .........  $189.00 ea 
  Colors extra ........................................0145-(Color) ......$219.95 ea.
  Charcoal, navy, sand, light gray or white (shown to see buttons)

TONNEAU COVER SUPPORTS ............. 0144  ......................  $98.95 ea 
Hardwood, rises only about 1/2” to shed water without looking like 
a covered wagon, sets gently on bed fl are with foam pad

PRO’S PICK HARD TOP .........................0149-(year) .......  $1750.00 kit 
100% aluminum. Lid support structure has integrated rain gutters 
that direct rain water to a hidden drain and weatherstripping to 
keep out dust. Optional electric lift motors and up/down switch for 
cab interior, ships freight

COMPLETE BED COVER, 6 1/2’ bed  .... TC-9102  ...............$55.00 ea.
Protect your bed while it is waiting to be installed or a quick cover 
up of coolers and such at outings.

BED FLOOR MAT, charcoal carpet ...... 0154-CH  ...............  $39.95 ea 

TAILGATE HINGES

PLAIN STEEL ................................................  0255-BL  ............... 0255-BL  $7.50 ea 

POLISHED STAINLESS, Stylized ..................  0257-PS  .............  $29.95 pr 

POLISHED STAINLESS, Ford Style ..............  0255-PS  ............  $14.25 ea 

BOLTS FOR BEDS THAT HAVE TAPS 
   1948-50 BED, LIGHT OR HINGE ONLY (Curved Pockets only)

Polished hex  ...................................... 80247-PX  .............  $2.45 set 
Polished button  .................................. 80247-PB  .............  $4.95 set 
Plain zinc ............................................80247-Z ............... $1.25 set

1951-52 BED LIGHT OR HINGE ONLY (Square Pockets only)
Polished hex with acorns .................... 80246-PX  ............  $10.00 kit 
Polished button with acorn ................. 80246-PB  ............  $12.00 kit 
Plain zinc plate with hex nuts ............. 80246-Z  ................  $4.00 kit 

BOLTS FOR ANY BEDS THAT DO NOT HAVE TAPS
LIGHT OR HINGE ONLY, can mount both by going straight through

Polished hex head with acorns ........... 80245-PX  ............  $12.85 kit 
   Polished button with acorns................ 80245-PB  ............  $14.50 kit    

DISAPPEARING TAILGATE HINGES ........ 0269-3752  .........  $79.95 set 
Simple and very slick, these virtually disappear when painted.

HATCH STYLE BED COVER WITH ALUMINUM FRAME
 Fits 1950 late to 1952 Easy removal from truck in about 20 
 seconds. Allows full access to truck bed raises completely up i
  if needed. Double sided industrial tape and mechanical screws 
    inside stake hole pockets. 
  BLACK ......................................  0148  ..................  $399.00 ea 
  CANVAS BLACK ......................  0148-AB  ............  $509.00 ea 
    colors, Sand, Grey or White .. 0148-Color ........  $439.00 ea 
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